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Separate Property
in Michigan
Eating Jello with Chopsticks
By James P. Cunningham

Fast Facts:
There is no explicit deﬁnition of “marital property” in Michigan statutes.
Michigan courts have struggled to weave
whole cloth out of four separate statutes.
Courts cannot grant to themselves power to
divide property upon divorce not speciﬁcally
provided by statute.

M

ichigan is the only state with no comprehensive statutory definition of marital and separate property. Our
courts have struggled to weave whole cloth out of four
distinct statutes, passed at four separate times. The lack of a comprehensive update by the legislature of this patchwork statutory
scheme is an obstacle to effective and efficient resolution of many
divorce cases. The subtitle of this article is borrowed, with grateful
permission, from a well-written article by Brett R. Turner, whose
analysis is worthy of a wider audience.1

Background
In family law, there are two types of property division systems in the United States: the dual-classification system and the
all-property system. Under dual-classification, the parties’ assets
are divided into two distinct categories: (1) marital, or community property; and (2) separate, or non-marital property. Separate
property is awarded to the owning spouse. Marital property is
divided equitably.2 Under the all-property system, the court has
the power to make an “equitable” division of all property, regardless of when and how it was acquired.

In states with equitable distribution laws, such as Michigan,
statute is supposed to clearly and simply provide for the court’s
power to divide property, and what property. Michigan’s statutes
do not.

Michigan Property Statutes
Michigan has no single, yet comprehensive, statutory definition of marital and non-marital (or separate) property.3 Separate
property is subject to division if it falls under one of the following four provisions:
(1) Property whose “acquisition, improvement or accumulation resulted from the contributions” of the non-owning spouse
(MCL 552.401)
(2) Property necessary for the “suitable support and maintenance” of the non-owning spouse (MCL 552.23)
(3) Property which shall have come to either party “by reason
of the marriage” (MCL 552.19)
(4) Vested retirement benefits earned “during the marriage,”
and unvested retirement benefits earned “during the marriage”
where “just and equitable” (MCL 552.18)
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Case Law
The landmark case before 1980 is Charlton v Charlton.4 The
Supreme Court held that property is available for division only
if expressly permitted by one of Michigan’s property division
statutes. The court’s power to divide property comes exclusively
from statute. Moreover, it is an axiom of statutory construction
that no statute should be construed to be superfluous, and all
statutes be given equal weight. The Court said:
We must therefore conclude that [Section 401] remains because
the Legislature intended to provide for separate situations and
that the provisions of [Section] 401 do not apply to [Section] 23
and vice versa...[b]ecause the trial judge must consider all of the
statutes provided, and each statute be given meaning.5
Unfortunately, for the next 20 years, the Michigan Court of
Appeals was divided on the issue of property division, and two
distinct lines of authority developed. One held that a trial court
had the discretion to decide property in any manner that it chose.6
The second line of cases rejected this expansiveness of equity,
holding that statute was the exclusive determinate of a court’s
jurisdiction, à la Charlton. The tail of equity should not wag the
dog of statute.7
The important Court of Appeals cases of Reeves v Reeves and
Byington v Byington turned the corner that was to end the debate.8
Reeves holds that “the trial court’s first consideration when dividing property in divorce proceedings is the determination of marital and separate assets.” It specifically identified two of the statutes discussed 20 years earlier in Charlton, later to be dubbed
the “invasion” statutes: contribution (§401) and need (§23). In Byington, the court elaborated on the dual-classification concept
and cited for authority the Lee v Lee line of cases.
Lee v Lee, to become even more important later, took a stab
at defining marital property, given statutes’ failure to do so. It
also implied that the “need” statute (§23) is a “last resort” to be
considered after traditional spousal support, but non-marital
property is not to be otherwise invaded.9 So did Byington, six
years later.

Present State of the Law
The 1999 Supreme Court decision of Dart v Dart, followed by
Deyo v Deyo, ended any further discussion of a split of authority
and made it clear, from case-law perspective, that Michigan upholds separate property or, more properly, a dual-classification
state system.10
On its face, Dart was an action to enforce in Michigan a property division rendered in England. The issue was whether an English divorce judgment violated Michigan public policy by treating
a husband’s own assets, via family trusts, and trust income as
separate property. The Court held, plainly:
Normally, property received by a married party as an inheritance,
but kept separate from marital property, is deemed to be separate

property, not subject to equitable distribution. Lee v Lee, 191 Mich
App 73, 477 NW2d 429 (1991)
Importantly, trust principal was actually distributed during
the marriage. As well, resulting trust income was deemed separate property, as it was not in any sense a product of the marital
partnership and not subject to division:
The Dart fortune and defendant’s interest in it exists inde
pendently of defendant’s workplace activities or the marriage
partnership.
The Dart citation of Lee is significant. It expressly quieted wellargued secondary authority that the Demman line supplants Lee
under the authority of Michigan Supreme Court Administrative
Order 1994-4. This gives Lee the force of Supreme Court authority and would appear to be controlling in the event of conflict.11
The appellate path of Deyo v Deyo is instructional. Decided
without oral argument, the Supreme Court reversed a Court of
Appeals affirmation of a trial court’s “invasion” of clearly separate
property under the “need” statute (§23). The Supreme Court remanded directly to the circuit court “for reconsideration of the
property division.” It held:
The circuit court properly recognized that invasion of the plain
tiff’s separate inherited property is permitted only if the court
specifically determines that a defendant “contributed to the ac
quisition, improvement, or accumulation of the property”...or
that defendant’s award is insufficient for her suitable support and
maintenance....However, the circuit court’s finding was insuffi
cient to support either statutory basis.12

In the last 10 years,
our Court of Appeals
has done admirable
work from a
patchwork of
statutes to outline
a property division system.
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Legislation Needed
Dart makes it absolutely clear that Michigan is a dual-classification state. However, even Dart’s reference to separate property
was, as Mr. Turner points out, “most casual.”
We still do not have a statutory definition of “marital” or “nonmarital” property. Also, case law has focused on only two of
the four statutory factors cited previously. There is nary a line to
assist the practitioner with clear mandate on pensions and the
statutory catch line, “by reason of the marriage.”13
Why then, with case law more settled, is reform, or at least
remedial legislation, so necessary? Mr. Turner said it clearly:
The entire purpose for having statutes is to resolve questions of
universal applications consistently in advance so that parties do
not have to litigate the same basic questions over and over again.
The existence of separate property [and a definition of marital
property] should not be constantly litigated. The citizens of Mich
igan already spend large sums of money paying attorney fees and
court costs in divorce cases.14
Consider also the enormous amount of trial time that trial
judges and our appellate courts are spending on this issue. The
amount of time saved by a straightforward, comprehensive statute would be inestimable.15

Conclusion
Courts do not have general equitable authority to divide property. The power to award property of one to another derives
from statute and can be divided only when the requirement of
one of Michigan’s four present statutes is met.
In the last 10 years, our Court of Appeals has done admirable
work from a patchwork of statutes to outline a property division
system, with such cases as Reeves v Reeves and Lee v Lee. The Supreme Court in Dart placed its imprimatur on separate property
and dual-classification, yet without elaboration.
We need to quit trying and deciding the same issues over and
over again. Litigants, the Bar, and the judiciary need the legislature to revise MCL 552 et seq. and codify case law. We need statute to define what marital property is and what it is not. ■
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